
Hoppe on the 'oodle All and org confronts 

me with a most serious problem: should I 
let Lil read? She has such criminal 
tehdencies. The most immmediate concern 
is BROWN rice (wogstuff). She is hooked 
on that iAgi lorg) which we get from a 
natural-food company (ORG itself!). But 

maybe there is hope. The last batch had 

bug* in it and I'm feeding it to the 
birds, There may be moral qUestions 

about feeding such things to wildlife 
that I may have to face at some time, 
but meanwhile, the incriminating. evidenc, 
is,disappeaxing, slowly but regularly. I 
guess this on turn refect the patriotic 
fervor and common sense of the birds, whose 

preference is for corn saturated with 
contaminants and stale commercial bread 
from which many nutrients have been removed 

(Is there pit a law against subverting 
birds?) Has the paper yet promoed with the 
lone Where There's Life There
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reit 1  Thnaks for envelope p rt 61 3  iii restrict 
or wrap witn tape. 

I have what is of interest in Mimes 1/U-11. 
Howard is returning home tomorrow. While he was 

hers, ha got it and clipped for me. 
Mailing 3claas S tonight. T will have fantastic 

Post raves over Shenyang (they ain't called 
Shenyangigans, be they?), with large p.1 photo 
spread. l'imiar saw them last night and said 

simply can t be described. 

mile WG trial lasts at least 5 days weekly I can 

.1314 extra Poet and will. Lit checks as I drive he: 

to work to see if I should get an extra copy. 

140 in Modern Times? Or didn't they show that 

Ch*Ain in China? 'jest HW 01/73 
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after Hunt and by his colleagues of the past does. Ian 
is not in. He was to try to get the n.rat and I'll ask 
him to get this. The trial is going like a three-week 
novel! By Hunt yet. It looks more and more like Lid-y' 
would not take a dive and will get concrete shoesrin-

steado He doesn't want to be disabrred, among other 
things. I suppose the a.m. Post will have the essence. 
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